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InVest: 46 – Cleave to the Christ & Cut Out Error 
 

On August 9, 2010, I dreamt that my spiritual teacher took me to a theater or holodeck to show 

me new instructions. As I observed, before me a spiritual man repeatedly surrounded himself in 

a cocoon of protective Christ light. Other men and women, both near and far away, projected 

negative thoughts and psychic energy to him, like lines of force. Being protected, the man felt 

the impingement of these negative energies, each of which produced a kind of bubble, welt or 

disturbance on the exterior of his cocoon, but did not invade it. Still, he repeatedly had to adjust 

to this bombardment of negativity and to reinforce his protection. 
 

My teacher explained that this impingement of negative energies was coming from those on 

Earth and in the astral planes. On Earth, most of this darkness emanated from the Eastern 

Hemisphere, where many souls are in a state of resistance and even outright rebellion. This is 

their reaction to the recent influx of light from the higher planes. Their wave of negativity will 

continue for a few more days. Therefore, each light worker is to persist with protection and to 

keep responding with peace, love and truth. In time, a sword of light will descend, held in the 

hand of an angel. Above the man before me, I saw this extraordinary sword, which came down 

and “cleaved” or cut his shell/cocoon in two, out of which he stepped forth in his light body. 
 

INTERPRETATION: Over the last couple weeks, I have been bombarded with negativity. This 

has come in multiple upsetting and weird dreams, in many meditations in which I have been 

guided repeatedly to protect myself, and even in a few negative physical exchanges with some 

spiritual associates. (See Phillel’s blog http://motah.info, for channeled explanations of this.) 
 

In attempting to understand this, I considered my visions, dreams, meditations and inner 

moments of clear knowing, which came to me via my imagination faculty and psychic senses. In 

addition, I carefully, consistently and calmly analyzed the data that came to me via my five 

senses, including on the news. (Imagination and understanding must work together as twins to 

give a clear picture.) Time and again, I protected myself in the light and did my best to respond 

by wielding the sword of truth and by radiating peace and love, mercy and compassion.  
 

Now, in my latest dream as given above, it appears that light workers have another short period 

to deal with this current pulse of negativity. Please protect yourself, time and time again. 

Surround yourself in a mantle of love and power. Do not go looking for a fight, but as the 

condition requires, speak the truth and stand up resolutely for spiritual, cosmic principle. Rather 

than be swayed by the anger, upset and confusion so prevalent worldwide these days, focus on 

the four-step matrix of peace, love, cooperation and coordination. 
 

The word cleave has a dual meaning. On the one hand, it means “to unite, adhere, cling to, and 

be faithful”, like in the Biblical injunction that a husband cleave to his wife. It also means “to split, 

divide, cut, sever and crack open.” So, cleave to the truth and cut out error.  
 

Be still inside your cocoon and cleave to the Christ. Be strengthened and stalwart in the ways 

that you use your imagination and understanding. Await the descent of the sword of light that 

cuts open your mortal shell and cocoon. Step forth as the I Am being that you are.  

 

http://motah.info/

